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ABSTRACTS
“Do managers use analysts’ information when constructing earnings guidance?”
Prior literature mainly focuses on the information flow between firms and analysts moving in one
direction: from firms to analysts. I investigate whether information also flows in the opposite
direction, and specifically, whether managers use analysts’ information when issuing earnings
guidance. I find that management forecasts converge more to individual analyst forecasts when an
analyst has been more accurate in the past four quarters. This relation is weaker when managers
have incentives to bias their forecasts. In addition, managers use analysts’ information more when
analysts have more access to macroeconomic resources, conditional on a firm being sensitive to
macroeconomic trends. Managers also embed analysts’ information more when facing larger
macroeconomic shocks, conditional on a firm being sensitive to macroeconomic trends. My results
highlight the information flow from individual analysts to managers.

“Do Managers Convey Information via Voluntary Disclosure when GAAP Limits their
Discretion?” with Paul Hribar, Rick Mergenthaler, Aaron Roeschley, and Spencer Young
We examine whether managers convey more information via voluntary disclosure channels when
standard-setters limit managers’ discretion in GAAP. Our findings indicate managers are more
likely to provide non-GAAP information both in their forecasts and their earnings announcements,
provide longer yet more readable MD&A disclosures, and use multiple voluntary disclosure
channels to convey information when GAAP limits managers’ discretion. We find the effect is
stronger when investors demand more information and when there is better external oversight and
weaker when managers have conflicting reporting objectives. Additional evidence from
difference-in-differences analyses suggests managers make more non-GAAP adjustments and are
more likely to discuss the standard and its underlying transaction in the MD&A when standard
changes limit managers’ discretion. Collectively, our results suggest managers use voluntary
disclosure channels to convey important information when accounting standards limit their ability
to convey such information via mandatory financial reporting.

“Management Forecasting when Distracted” with Lass Hass and Paul Hribar
We examine how external distractions shape a manager’s voluntary disclosure policies. We use
exogenous events that distract CEOs and reduce their commitment to their own firm. We find that
manager distraction is associated with lower forecast precision. Further, cross-sectional analysis
indicates that the decrease in precision is more pronounced for a CEO with lower tenure and less
pronounced when a CEO’s home firm has lower earnings volatility and the outside distraction is
less intense. In summary, we provide evidence that manager distraction has a significant effect on
a firm’s forecasting practices.

